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This research focuses on the multifactorial (entropic) crisis that affects the socio-economic systems of the contemporary world. The civil Economics paradigm has been found likely a possible road for solving problems and setting a resolution path.

The research was conducted as a qualitative type of study. The research has followed a kind of heuristics that the author calls “Heuristics of Tinkerbell”. The methodology foresees a series of results following the implementation of Civil Economics’ principles, that are applied by the means of political measures derived from two tools that namely are: UN Agenda 2030 and the One Belt One Road Initiative of PRC

Data have been collected from sources that are quoted in the literature listed in the body of the dissertation (thesis). Being the data raw, the author sought for finding new concepts and tools that could display the ideas used to explicate the mechanism that starting from values to be implemented in the policies of the states of the world conducts to the pure theoretical end of inverting the tendencies caused by the effects of the crisis. The conceptual tool that has been used for showing the results of the policies implemented is the Ethical Capital, being the set of values that are shared by society and that are inserted in its socioeconomic system. The study elicits that the kind of values that are embodied in the socioeconomic system is not irrelevant for the different endings.